In recent years, mobile devices are equipped with increasingly advanced sensing and computing capabilities. Coupled with advancements in Deep Learning (DL), this opens up countless possibilites for meaningful applications, e.g., for medical purposes and in vehicular networks. Traditional cloud-based Machine Learning (ML) approaches require the data to be centralized in a cloud server or data center. However, this results in critical issues related to unacceptable latency and communication inefficiency. To this end, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has been proposed to bring intelligence closer to the edge, where data is produced. However, conventional enabling technologies for ML at mobile edge networks still require personal data to be shared with external parties, e.g., edge servers. Recently, in light of increasingly stringent data privacy legislations and growing privacy concerns, the concept of Federated Learning (FL) has been introduced. In FL, end devices use their local data to train an ML model required by the server. The end devices then send the model updates rather than raw data to the server for aggregation. FL can serve as an enabling technology in mobile edge networks since it enables the collaborative training of an ML model and also enables DL for mobile edge network optimization. However, in a large-scale and complex mobile edge network, heterogeneous devices with varying constraints are involved. This raises challenges of communication costs, resource allocation, and privacy and security in the implementation of FL at scale. In this survey, we begin with an introduction to the background and fundamentals of FL. Then, we highlight the aforementioned challenges of FL implementation and review existing solutions. Furthermore, we present the applications of FL for mobile edge network optimization. Finally, we discuss the important challenges, open issues and future research directions in FL.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, there are nearly 7 billion connected Internet of Things (IoT) devices [1] and 3 billion smartphones around the world. These devices are equipped with increasingly advanced sensors, computing, and communication capabilities. As such, they can potentially be deployed for various crowdsensing tasks, e.g., for medical purposes [2] and air quality monitoring [3] . Coupled with the rise of Deep Learning (DL) [4] , the wealth of data collected by end devices opens up countless possibilities for meaningful research and applications.
In the traditional cloud-centric approach, data collected by mobile devices is uploaded and processed centrally in a cloudbased server or data center. In particular, data collected by IoT devices and smartphones such as measurements [5] , photos [6] , videos [7] , and location information [8] are aggregated at the data center [9] . Thereafter, the data is used to provide insights or produce effective inference models. However, this approach is no longer sustainable for the following reasons. Firstly, data owners are increasingly privacy sensitive. Following privacy concerns among consumers in the age of big data, policy makers have responded with the implementation of data privacy legislations such as the European Commission's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [10] and Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in the US [11] . In particular, the consent (GDPR Article 6) and data minimalization principle (GDPR Aricle 5) limits data collection and storage only to what is consumer-consented and absolutely necessary for processing. Secondly, a cloud-centric approach involves long propagation delays and incurs unacceptable latency [12] for applications in which real-time decisions have to be made, e.g., in selfdriving car systems [13] . Thirdly, the transfer of data to the cloud for processing burdens the backbone networks especially in tasks involving unstructured data, e.g., in video analytics [14] . This is exacerbated by the fact that cloud-centric training is relatively reliant on wireless communications [15] . As a result, this can potentially impede the development of new technologies.
With data sources mainly located outside the cloud today [16] , Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has naturally been proposed as a solution in which the computing and storage capabilities [12] of end devices and edge servers are leveraged on to bring model training closer to where data is produced [17] . As defined in [15] , an end-edge-cloud computing network comprises: (i) end devices, (ii) edge nodes, and (iii) cloud server. For model training in conventional MEC approaches, a collaborative paradigm has been proposed in which training data are first sent to the edge servers for model training up to lower level DNN layers, before computation intensive tasks are offloaded to the cloud [18] , [19] (Fig. 1 ). However, this arrangement incurs significant communication costs and is unsuitable especially for applications that require persistent training [15] . In addition, computation offloading and data processing at edge servers still involve the transmission of potentially sensitive personal data. This can discourage privacysensitive consumers from taking part in model training, or even violate increasingly stringent privacy laws [10] . Although various privacy preservation methods, e.g., differential privacy (DP) [20] , have been proposed, a number of users are still not willing to expose their private data for fear that their data may be inspected by external servers. In the long run, this discourages the development of technologies as well as new applications.
To guarantee that training data remains on personal devices and to facilitate collaborative machine learning of complex models among distributed devices, a decentralized ML approach called Federated Learning (FL) is introduced in [21] . In FL, mobile devices use their local data to cooperatively train an ML model required by an FL server. They then send the model updates, i.e., the model's weights, to the FL server for aggregation. The steps are repeated in multiple rounds until a desirable accuracy is achieved. This implies that FL can be an enabling technology for ML model training at mobile edge networks. As compared to conventional cloud-centric ML model training approaches, the implementation of FL for model training at mobile edge networks features the following advantages.
• Highly efficient use of network bandwidth: Less information is required to be transmitted to the cloud. For example, instead of sending the raw data over for processing, participating devices only send the updated model parameters for aggregation. As a result, this significantly reduces costs of data communication and relieves the burden on backbone networks. • Privacy: Following the above point, the raw data of users need not be sent to the cloud. This guarantees user privacy. In fact, with guaranteed privacy, more users will be willing to take part in collaborative model training and so, better inference models are built. • Low latency: With FL, ML models can be consistently trained and updated. Meanwhile, in the MEC paradigm, real-time decisions, e.g., event detection [22] , can be made locally at the edge nodes or end devices. Therefore, the latency is much lower than that when decisions are made in the cloud before transmitting them to the end devices. This is vital for time critical applications such as self-driving car systems in which the slightest delays can potentially be life threatening [13] . Given the aforementioned advantages, FL has seen recent successes in several applications. For example, the Federated Averaging algorithm (FedAvg) proposed in [23] has been applied to Google's Gboard [24] to improve next-word prediction models. In addition, several studies have also explored the use of FL in a number of scenarios in which data is sensitive in nature, e.g., to develop predictive models for diagnosis in health AI [25] and to foster collaboration across multiple Government agencies [26] .
In addition, besides being an enabling technology for ML model training at mobile edge networks, FL is also an enabling technology for mobile edge network optimization. Given the computation and storage constraints of increasingly complex mobile edge networks, conventional network optimization approaches that are built on static models fare relatively poorly in modelling dynamic networks [15] . As such, a datadriven Deep Learning (DL) based approach [27] for optimizing resource allocation is increasingly popular. For example, DL can be used for representation learning of network conditions [28] whereas Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) can optimize decision making through interactions with the dynamic environment [29] . However, the aforementioned approaches require user data as an input and these data may be sensitive or inaccessible in nature due to regulatory constraints. As such, in this survey, we also consider FL's potential to serve as an enabling technology for optimizing mobile edge networks, e.g., in cell association [30] , computation offloading [31] , and vehicular networks [32] .
However, there are several challenges to implementing FL at scale. Firstly, due to the high dimensonality of model updates and limited communication bandwith of participating mobile devices, communication costs remain an issue. Secondly, in a large and complex mobile edge network, the heterogeneity of participating devices in terms of data quality, computation power, and willingness to participate have to be well managed from the resource allocation perspective. Thirdly, recent research works have clearly shown that a malicious participant may exist in FL and can infer the information of other participants from shared parameters. As such, privacy and security issues in FL need to be considered.
Although there are surveys on MEC and FL, the existing studies usually treat the two topics separately. For existing surveys on FL, the authors in [33] place more emphasis on discussing the architecture and categorization of different FL settings to be used for the varying distributions of training data. The authors in [34] highlight the applications of FL in wireless communications but do not discuss the issues pertaining to FL implementation. In addition, the focus of [34] is on cellular network architecture rather than mobile edge networks. In contrast, the authors in [35] provide a brief tutorial on FL and the challenges related to its implementation, but do not consider the issue of resource allocation in FL, or the potential applications of FL for mobile edge network optimization. On the other hand, for surveys in MEC that focus on implementing ML model training at edge networks, a macroscopic approach is usually adopted in which FL is briefly mentioned as one of the enabling technologies in the MEC paradigm, but without detailed elaboration with regards to its implementation or the related challenges. In particular, the authors in [14] , [36] , and [37] study the architectures and process of training and inference at edge networks without considering the challenges to FL implementation. In addition, surveys studying the implementation of DL for mobile edge network optimization mostly do not focus on FL as a potential solution to preserve data privacy. For example, the authors in [19] , [38] , [39] and [40] discuss strategies for optimizing computation offloading for mobile edge networks, but do not consider the use of privacy preserving federated approaches in their studies. Similarly, [29] considers the use of DRL in communications and networking but do not include federated DRL approaches.
In summary, most existing surveys on FL do not consider the applications of FL in the context of mobile edge networks, whereas existing surveys on MEC do not consider the challenges to FL implementation, or the potential of FL approaches in mobile edge network optimization. This motivates us to have a comprehensive survey that covers: (i) a tutorial on FL implementation (ii) unique features of FL and the resulting implementation challenges and (iii) FL as an enabling technology for mobile edge network optimization. For the reader's convenience, we classify the related studies to be discussed in this survey in Fig. 2 . The classification is based on (i) FL at mobile edge network, i.e., studies that focus on the challenges of implementing collaborative training of ML models on end devices and (ii) FL for mobile edge network, i.e., studies that explore the use of FL for mobile edge network optimization. We also present a list of common abbreviations for reference in Table I .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background and fundamentals of FL. Section III reviews solutions provided to reduce communication costs. Section IV discusses resource allocation approaches in FL. Section V discusses privacy and security issues. Section VI discusses applications of FL for mobile edge network optimization. Section VII discusses the challenges, open issues 
II. BACKGROUND AND FUNDAMENTALS OF FEDERATED LEARNING
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become an essential part of our lives today, following the recent successes and progression of DL in several domains, e.g., Computer Vision (CV) [41] and Natural Language Processing (NLP) [42] . In traditional training of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), a cloud based approach is adopted whereby data is centralized and model training occurs in powerful cloud servers. However, given the ubiquity of mobile devices that are equipped with increasingly advanced sensing and computing capabilities, the trend of migrating intelligence from the cloud to the edge, i.e., in the MEC paradigm, has naturally arisen. In addition, amid growing privacy concerns, the concept of FL has been proposed.
FL involves the collaborative training of DNN models on end devices. There are, in general, two steps in the FL training process namely (i) local model training and (ii) global aggregation of updated parameters. In this section, we first provide a brief introduction to DNN model training, which generalizes local model training in FL. Note that while FL can be applied to the training of ML models in general, we focus specifically on DNN model training in this section for two reasons. Firstly, the implementation of FL at mobile edge networks can naturally leverage on the increasing computing power and wealth of data collected by distributed end devices, both of which are driving forces contributing to the rise of DL [43] . Secondly, a majority of the papers that we review focus on the federated training of DNN models. As such, a brief introduction to general DNN model training will be useful for subsequent sections. Thereafter, we proceed to provide a tutorial of the FL training process that incorporates both global aggregation and local training. In addition, we also highlight the statistical challenges of FL model training and present the protocols and open-source frameworks of FL.
A. Deep Learning
Conventional ML algorithms rely on hand-engineered feature extractors to process raw data [44] . As such, domain expertise is often a prerequisite for building an effective ML model. In addition, feature selection has to be customized and reinitiated for each new problem. On the other hand, DNNs are representation learning based, i.e., DNNs can automatically discover and learn these features from raw data [4] and thus often outperform conventional ML algorithms especially when there is an abundance of data.
DL lies within the domain of the brain-inspired computing paradigm, of which the neural network is an important part of [45] . In general, a neural network design emulates that of a neuron [46] . It comprises three layers: (i) input layer, (ii) hidden layer, and (iii) output layer. In a feedforward neural network, a weighted and bias-corrected input value is passed through a non-linear activation function to derive an output [47] (Fig. 3 ). Some activation functions include the ReLu and softmax functions [42] . A typical DNN comprises multiple hidden layers that map an input to an output. For example, the goal of a DNN trained for image classification [48] is to produce a vector of scores as the output, in which the positional index of the highest score corresponds to the class to which the input image is classified to belong. As such, the objective of training a DNN is to optimize the weights of the network such that the loss function, i.e., difference between the ground truth and model output, is minimized.
Before training, the dataset is first split into the training and inference dataset. Then, the training dataset is used as input data for the optimization of weights in the DNN. The weights are calibrated through stochastic gradient descent (SGD), in which the weights are updated by the product of (i) the learning rate lr, i.e., how fast the weights are updated per iteration, and (ii) partial derivative of the loss function L with respect to the weight w. The SGD formula is as follows: Fig. 3 : In forward pass, an output is derived from the weights and inputs. In backpropagation, the input gradient e is used to calibrate the weights of the DNN model.
Note that the SGD formula presented in (1) is that of a minibatch GD. In particular, equation (2) is derived as the average gradient matrix over the gradient matrices of B batches, in which each batch is a random subset consisting of m training samples. This is preferred over the full batch GD, i.e., where the entirety of the training set is included in computing the partial derivative, since the full batch GD can lead to slow training and batch memorization [49] . The gradient matrices are derived through backpropagation from the input gradient e ( Fig. 3 ) [46] .
The training iterations are then repeated over many epochs, i.e., full passes over the training set, for loss minimalization. A well-trained DNN generalizes well, i.e., achieve high inference accuracy when applied to data that it has not seen before, e.g., the test set. There are other alternatives to supervised learning, e.g., semi-supervised learning [50] , unsupervised learning [51] and reinforcement learning [52] , as well as several DNN architectures tailored to suit varying functions, e.g., Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [53] , Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [54] , and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [55] . However, an in-depth discussion is out of the scope of this paper. We refer interested readers to [56] - [61] for in-depth discussions of DNN architectures and training. We next focus on FL, an important paradigm shift towards enabling privacy preserving and collaborative DL model training.
B. Federated Learning
Motivated by privacy concerns among data owners, the concept of FL is introduced in [21] . FL allows users to collaboratively train a shared model while keeping personal data on their devices, thus alleviating their privacy concerns. As such, FL can serve as an enabling technology for ML model training at mobile edge networks.
In general, there are two main entities in the FL system, i.e., the data owners (viz. participants) and the model owner (viz. FL server). Let N = {1, . . . , N } denote the set of N data owners, each of which has a private dataset D i∈N . Each data owner i uses its dataset D i to train a local model w i and send only the local model parameters to the FL server. Then, all collected local models are aggregated w = ∪ i∈N w i to generate a global model w G . This is different from the traditional centralized training which uses D = ∪ i∈N D i to train a model w T , i.e., data from each individual source is aggregated and processed centrally.
A typical architecture and training process of an FL system is shown in Fig. 4 . In this system, the data owners serve as the FL participants which collaboratively train an ML model required by an aggregate server. An underlying assumption is that the data owners are honest, which means they use their real private data to do the training and submit the true local models to the FL server. Of course, this assumption may not always be realistic [62] and we discuss the proposed solutions subsequently in Sections IV and V.
In general, the FL training process includes the following three steps. Note: the local model refers to the model trained at each participating device, whereas the global model refers to the model aggregated by the FL server.
• Step 1 (Task initialization): The server decides the training task, i.e., the target application, and the corresponding data requirements. The server also specifies the hyperparameters of the global model and the training process, e.g., learning rate. Then, the server broadcasts the initialized global model w 0 G and task to selected participants. • Step 2 (Local model training and update): Based on the global model w t G , where t denotes the current iteration index, each participant respectively uses its local data and device to update the local model parameters w t i . The goal of participant i in iteration t is to find optimal parameters w t i that minimize the loss function L(w t i ), i.e., w t * i = arg min
The updated local model parameters are subsequently sent to the server. • Step 3 (Global model aggregation and update): The server aggregates the local models from participants and then sends the updated global model parameters w t+1 G back to the data owners. The server wants to minimize the global loss function L(w t G ), i.e.,
Steps 2-3 are repeated until the global loss function converges or a desirable training accuracy is achieved. Note that the FL training process can be used for different ML models that essentially use the SGD method such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [63] , neural networks, and linear regression [64] . A training dataset usually contains a set of n data feature vectors x = {x 1 , . . . , x n } and a set of corresponding data labels 1 y = {y 1 , . . . , y n }. In addition, let y j = f (x j ; w) denote the predicted result from the model w updated/trained by data vector x j . Table II summarizes several loss functions of common ML models [65] .
Global model aggregation is an integral part of FL. A straightforward and classical algorithm for aggregating the local models is the FedAvg algorithm proposed in [23] , which is based on SGD given in Algorithm 1. As described in Step 1 above, the server first initializes the task (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . 
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Thereafter, in Step 2, the participant i implements the local training and optimizes the target in (3) on minibatches from the original local dataset (lines 2-8). Note that a minibatch refers to a randomized subset of each participant's dataset. At the t th iteration (line 17), the server minimizes the global loss in (4) by the averaging aggregation which is formally defined as
The FL training process is iterated till the global loss function converges, or a desirable accuracy is achieved.
C. Statistical Challenges of FL
Following an elaboration of the FL training process in the previous section, we now proceed to discuss the statistical challenges faced in FL.
In traditional distributed ML, the central server has access to the whole training dataset. As such, the server can split the dataset into subsets that follow similar distributions. The subsets are subsequently sent to participating nodes for distributed training. However, this approach is impractical for FL since the local dataset is only accessible by the data owner.
In the FL setting, the participants may have local datasets that follow different distributions, i.e., the datasets of participants are non-IID. While the authors in [23] show that the aforementioned FedAvg algorithm is able to achieve desirable accuracy even when data is non-IID across participants, the authors in [66] found otherwise. For example, the accuracy of a FedAvg-trained CNN model has 51% lower accuracy than centrally-trained CNN model for CIFAR-10 [67] . This deterioration in accuracy is further shown to be quantified by the earth mover's distance (EMD) [68] , i.e., difference in FL participant's data distribution as compared to the population distribution. As such, when data is non-IID and highly skewed, data-sharing is proposed in which a shared dataset with uniform distribution across all classes is sent by the FL server to each FL participant. Then, the participant trains its local model on its private data together with the received data. The simulation result shows that accuracy can be increased by 30% with 5% shared data due to reduced EMD. However, a common dataset may not always be available for sharing by the FL server. An alternative solution is subsequently discussed in section IV.
The authors in [69] also find that global imbalance, i.e., the situation in which the collection of data held across all FL participants is class imbalanced, also leads to a deterioration in model accuracy. As such, the Astraea framework is proposed. On initialization, the FL participants first send their data distribution to the FL server. A rebalancing step is introduced before training begins in which each participant performs data augmentation [70] on the minority classes, e.g., through random rotations and shifts. After training on the augmented data, a mediator is created to coordinate intermediate aggregation, i.e., before sending the updated parameters to the FL server for global aggregation. The mediator selects participants with data distributions that best contributes to an uniform distribution when aggregated. This is done through a greedy algorithm approach to minimize the Kullback-Leibler Divergence [71] between local data and uniform distribution. The simuation results show accuracy improvement when tested on imbalanced datasets.
The data on each participant's device can also be heterogeneous in other ways, e.g., the number of training data owned across participants can differ. The authors in [72] propose learning separate, but structurally related models for each participant. As such, concepts in multi-task learning [73] can naturally be adopted to model such relationships. Instead of minimizing the conventional loss function presented previously in Table II , the loss function is modified to also model the relationship amongst tasks. Then, the MOCHA algorithm is proposed in which an alternating optimization approach [74] is used to approximately solve the minimization problem. Interestingly, MOCHA can be calibrated based on the resource constraints of a participating device. For example, the quality of approximation can be adaptively adjusted based on network conditions and CPU states of the participating devices. However, MOCHA cannot be applied to non-convex DL models.
Apart from data heterogeneity, the convergence of a distributed learning algorithm is always a concern. Higher convergence rate helps to save a large amount of time and resources for the FL participants, and also significantly increases the success rate of the federated training since fewer communication rounds will reduce participant dropouts. To ensure convergence, the study in [75] propose FedProx, which modifies the loss function to also include a tunable parameter that restricts how much local updates can affect the initial model parameters. The FedProx algorithm can be adaptively tuned, e.g., when training loss is increasing, model updates can be tuned to affect the current parameters less. Similarly, the authors in [76] also propose the LoAdaBoost FedAvg algorithm to complement the aforementioned data-sharing approach [66] in ML on medical data. In LoAdaBoost FedAvg, participants train the model on their local data and compare the crossentropy loss with the median loss from the previous training round. If the current cross-entropy loss is higher, the model is retrained before global aggregation so as to increase learning efficiency. The simulation results show that faster convergence is achieved as a result.
In fact, the statistical challenges of FL coexist with other issues that we explore in subsequent sections. For example, the communication costs incurred in FL can be reduced by faster convergence. Similarly, resource allocation policies can also be designed towards solving statistical heterogeneity. As such, we revisit these concepts in greater detail subsequently.
D. FL protocols and frameworks
To improve scalability, an FL protocol has been proposed in [77] from the system level. This protocol deals with issues regarding unstable device connectivity and communication security etc.
The FL protocol ( Fig. 5 ) consists of three phases in each training round: 1) Selection: In the participant selection phase, the FL server chooses a subset of connected devices to participate in a training round. The selection criteria may subsequently be calibrated to the server's needs, e.g., training efficiency [78] . In Section IV, we further elaborate on proposed participant selection methods. 2) Configuration: The server is configured accordingly to the aggregation mechanism preferred, e.g. simple or secure aggregation [79] . Then, the server sends the training schedule and global model to each participant. 3) Reporting: The server receives updates from participants. Thereafter, the updates can be aggregated, e.g., using the FedAvg algorithm.
In addition, to manage device connections accordingly to varying FL population size, pace steering is also recommended. Pace steering adaptively manages the optimal time window for participants to reconnect to the FL server [77] . For example, when the FL population is small, pace steering is used to ensure that there is a sufficient number of participating devices that connect to the server simultaneously. In contrast, when there is a large population, pace steering randomly chooses devices to participate to prevent the situation in which too many participating devices are connected at one point of time.
Apart from communication efficiency, communication security during local updates transmission is another problem to be resolved. Specifically, there are mainly two aspects in communication security: 1) Secure aggregation: To prevent local updates from being traced and utilized to infer the identity of the FL participant, a virtual and trusted third party server is deployed for local model aggregation [79] . The Secret Sharing mechanism [80] is also used for transmission of local updates with authenticated encryption. 2) Differential privacy: Similar to secure aggregation, differential privacy (DP) prevents the FL server from identifying the owner of a local update. The difference is that to achieve the goal of privacy preservation, the DP in FL [81] adds a certain degree of noise in the original local update while providing theoretical guarantees on the model quality. [84] of datasets that can be used as benchmarks in FL, e.g., Federated Extended MNIST (FEMNIST), an MNIST [85] dataset partitioned based on writer of each character, and Sen-timent140 [86] , a dataset partitioned based on different users. In these datasets, the writer or user is assumed to be a participant in FL, and their corresponding data is taken to be the local data held in their personal devices. The implementation of newly designed algorithms on these benchmark datasets allow for reliable comparison across studies. 
E. Unique characteristics and issues of FL
Besides the statistical challenges we present in Section II-C, FL has some unique characteristics and features [87] as compared to other distributed ML approaches: 1) Slow and unstable communication: In the traditional distributed training in a data center, the communication environment can be assumed to be perfect where the information transmission rate is very high and there is no packet loss. However, these assumptions are not applicable to the FL environment where heterogeneous devices are involved in training. For example, the Internet upload speed is typically much slower than download speed [88] . Also, some participants with unstable wireless communication channels may consequently drop out due to disconnection from the Internet. 2) Heterogeneous devices: Apart from bandwidth constraints, FL involves heterogeneous devices with varying resource constraints. For example, the devices can have different computing capabilities, i.e., CPU states and battery level. The devices can also have different levels of willingness to participate, i.e., FL training is resource consuming and given the distributed nature of training across numerous devices, there is a possibility of free ridership. 3) Privacy and security concerns: As we have previously discussed, data owners are increasingly privacy sensitive. However, as will be subsequently presented in Section V, malicious participants are able to infer sensitive information from shared parameters, which potentially negates privacy preservation. In addition, we have previously assumed that all participants and FL servers are trustful. In reality, they may be malicious.
These unique characteristics of FL lead to several practical issues in FL implementation mainly in three aspects that we now proceed to discuss, i.e., (i) communication costs (ii) resource allocation and (iii) privacy and security. In the following sections, we review related work that address each of these issues.
III. COMMUNICATION COST
In FL, a number of rounds of communications between the participants and the FL server may be required to achieve a target accuracy ( Fig. 5 ). For complex DL model training involving, e.g. CNN, each update may comprise millions of parameters [89] . The high dimensionality of the updates can result in the incurrence of high communication costs and can lead to a training bottleneck. In addition, the bottleneck can be worsened due to (i) unreliable network conditions of participating devices [90] and (ii) the asymmetry in Internet connection speeds in which upload speed is faster than download speed, resulting in delays in model uploads by participants [88] . As such, there is a need to improve the communication efficiency of FL. The following approaches to reduce communication costs are considered:
• Edge and End Computation: In the FL setup, the communication cost often dominates computation cost [23] . The reason is that on-device dataset is relatively small whereas mobile devices of participants have increasingly fast processors. On the other hand, participants may only be willing to participate in model training only if they are connected to Wi-Fi [88] . As such, more computation can be performed on edge nodes or on end devices before each global aggregation so as to reduce the number of communication rounds needed for model training. In addition, means to ensure faster convergence can also reduce number of communication rounds involved, at the expense of more computation on edge servers and end devices.
• Model Compression: This is a technique commonly used in distributed learning [91] . Model compression involves the communication of a model update that is transformed to be more compact, e.g., through sparsification, quantization or subsampling [92] . However, since the compression may introduce noise, the objective is to reduce the size of update transferred during each round of communication while maintaining the quality of trained models [93] . • Importance-based Updating: This strategy involves selective communication such that only the important or relevant updates [94] are transmitted in each communication round.
A. Edge and End Computation
To decrease the number of communication rounds, additional computation can be performed on participating end devices before each iteration of global aggregation ( Fig. 6(a) ). The authors in [23] consider two ways to increase computation on participating devices: (i) increasing parallelism in which more participants are selected to participate in each round of training and (ii) increasing computation per participant whereby each participant performs more local updates before communication for global aggregation. A comparison is conducted for the FederatedSGD (FedSGD) algorithm and the proposed FedAvg algorithm. For the FedSGD algorithm, all participants are involved and only one pass is made per training round in which the minibatch size comprises of the entirety of the participant's dataset. This is similar to the full-batch training in centralized DL frameworks. For the proposed FedAvg algorithm, the hyperparameters are tuned such that more local computation is performed by the participants. For example, the participant can make more passes over its dataset or use a smaller local minibatch size to increase computation before each communication round. The simulation results show that increased parallelism does not lead to significant improvements in reducing communication cost, once a certain threshold is reached. As such, more emphasis is placed on increasing computation per participant while keeping the fraction of selected participants constant. For MNIST CNN simulations, increased computation using the proposed FedAvg algorithm can reduce communication rounds by more than 30 times when the dataset is IID. For non-IID dataset, the improvement is less significant (2.8 times) using the same hyperparameters. However, for Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) simulations [95] , improvements are more significant even for non-IID data (95.3 times). In addition, FedAvg increases the accuracy eventually since model averaging produces regularization effects similar to dropout [96] , which prevents overfitting.
One way to decrease communication cost can also be through modifying the training algorithm to increase convergence speed, e.g., through the aforementioned LoAdaBoost FedAvg in [76] . Similarly, the authors in [97] also propose increased computation on each participating device by adopting a two-stream model (Fig 6(b) ) commonly used in transfer learning and domain adaption [99] . During each training round, the global model is received by the participant and : Approaches to increase computation at edge and end devices include (a) Increased computation at end devices, e.g., more passes over dataset before communication [23] (b) Twostream training with global model as a reference [97] and (c) Intermediate edge server aggregation [98] fixed as a reference in the training process. During training, the participant learns not just from local data, but also from other participants with reference to the fixed global model. This is done through the incorporation of Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) into the loss function. MMD measures the distance between the means of two data distributions [99] , [100] . Through minimizing MMD loss between the local and global models, the participant can extract more generalized features from the global model, thus accelerating the convergence of training process and reducing communication rounds. The simulation results on the CIFAR-10 and MNIST dataset using DL models such as AlexNet [54] and 2-CNN respectively show that the proposed two-stream FL can reach the desirable test accuracy in 20% fewer communication rounds even when data is non-IID. However, while convergence speed is increased, more computation resources have to be consumed by end devices for the aforementioned approaches. As such, this necessitates resource allocation optimization that we subsequently discuss in Section IV.
While the aforementioned studies consider increasing computation on participating devices, the authors in [98] propose that proximate edge servers can serve as intermediary pa-rameter aggregators given that the propagation latency from participant to the edge server is smaller than that of the participant-server communication (Fig 6(c) ). A hierarchical FL (HierFAVG) algorithm is proposed whereby for every few local participant updates, the edge server aggregates the collected local models. After a predefined number of edge server aggregations, the edge server communicates with the cloud for global model aggregation. As such, the communication between the participants and the cloud occurs only once after an interval of multiple local updates. Comparatively, for the FedAvg algorithm proposed in [23] , the global aggregation occurs more frequently since no intermediate edge server aggregation is involved. The authors further prove the covergence of HierFAVG for both convex and non-convex objective functions given non-IID user data. The simulation results show that for the same number of local updates between two global aggregations, more intermediate edge aggregations before each global aggregation can lead to reduced communication overhead as compared to the FedAvg algorithm. This result holds for both IID and non-IID data, implying that intermediate aggregation on edge servers may be implemented on top of FedAvg so as to reduce communication costs. However, when applied to non-IID data, the simulation results show that HierFAVG fails to converge to the desired accuracy level (90%) in some instances, e.g., when edge-cloud divergence is large or when there are many edge servers involved. As such, a further study is required to better understand the tradeoffs between adjusting local and edge aggregation intervals, so as to ensure that the parameters of the HierFAVG algorithm can be optimally calibrated to suit other settings. Nevertheless, Hi-erFAVG is a promising approach for the implementation of FL at mobile edge networks, since it leverages on the proximity of intermediate edge server to reduce communication costs, and potentially relieve the burden on the remote cloud.
B. Model Compression
To reduce communication costs, the authors in [88] propose structured and sketched updates to reduce the size of model updates sent from participants to the server during each communication round. Structured updates restrict participant updates to have a pre-specified structure, i.e., low rank and random mask. For the low rank structure, each update is enforced to be a low rank matrix expressed as a product of two matrices. Here, one matrix is generated randomly and held constant during each communication round whereas the other is optimized. As such, only the optimized matrix needs to be sent to the server. For the random mask structure, each participant update is restricted to be a sparse matrix following a pre-defined random sparsity pattern generated independently during each round. As such, only the non-zero entries are required to be sent to the server.
On the other hand, sketched updates refer to the approach of encoding the update in a compressed form before communication with the server, which subsequently decodes the updates before aggregation. One example of sketched update is the subsampling approach, in which each participant communicates only a random subset of the update matrix. The server then averages the subsampled updates to derive an unbiased estimate of the true average. Another example of sketched update is the probabilistic quantization approach [101] , in which the update matrices are vectorized and quantized for each scalar. To reduce the error from quantization, a structured random rotation that is the product of a Walsh-Hadamard matrix and binary diagonal matrix [102] can be applied before quantization. The simulation results on the CIFAR-10 image classification task show that for structured updates, the random mask performs better than that of the low rank approach. The random mask approach also achieves higher accuracy than sketching approaches since the latter involves a removal of some information obtained during training. However, the combination of all three sketching tools, i.e., subsampling, quantization, and rotation, can achieve higher compression rate and faster convergence, albeit with some sacrifices in accuracy. For example, by using 2 bits for quantization and sketching out all but 6.25% of update data, the number of bits needed to represent updates can be reduced by 256 times and the accuracy level achieved is 85%. In addition, sketching updates can achieve higher accuracy in training when there are more participants trained per round. This suggests that for practical implementation of FL where there are many participants available, more participants can be selected for training per round so that subsampling can be more aggressive to reduce communication costs.
The authors in [93] extend on the studies in [88] by proposing lossy compression and federated dropout to reduce server-to-participant communication costs. A summary of the proposed techniques are adapted from the authors' work in Fig. 7 . For participant-to-server communication of model parameters that we discuss previously, the decompressions can be averaged over many updates to receive an unbiased estimate. However, there is no averaging for server-toparticipant communications since the same global model is sent to all participants during each round of communication. Similar to [88] , subsampling and probabilistic quantization are considered. For the application of structured random rotation before subsampling and quantization, Kashin's representation [103] is applied instead of the Hadamard transformation since the former is found to perform better in terms of accuracy-size trade-off.
In addition to the subsampling and quantization approaches, the federated dropout approach is also considered in which a fixed number of activation functions at each fully-connected layer is removed to derive a smaller sub-model. The submodel is then sent to the participants for training. The updated submodel can then be mapped back to the global model to derive a complete DNN model with all weights updated during subsequent aggregation. This approach reduces the server-to-participant communication cost, and also the size of participant-to-server updates. In addition, local computation is reduced since fewer parameters have to be updated. The simulations are performed on MNIST, CIFAR-10 and EMNIST [104] datasets. For the lossy compression, it is shown that the subsampling approach taken by [88] does not reach an acceptable level of performance. The reason is that the update errors can be averaged out for participantto-server uploads but not for server-to-participant downloads. On the other hand, quantization with Kashin's representation can achieve the same performance as the baseline without compression while having communication cost reduced by nearly 8 times when the model is quantized to 4 bits. For federated dropout approaches, the results show that a dropout rate of 25% of weight matrices of fully-connected layers (or filters in the case of CNN) can achieve acceptable accuracy in most cases while ensuring around 43% reduction in size of models communicated. However, if dropout rates are more aggressive, convergence of the model can be slower.
The aforementioned two studies suggest useful model compression approaches in reducing communication costs for both server-to-participant and participant-to-server communications. As one may expect, the reduction in communication costs come with sacrifices in model accuracy. It will thus be useful to formalize the compression-accuracy tradeoffs, especially since this varies for different tasks, or when different number of FL participants are involved.
C. Importance-based Updating
Based on the observation that most weight values of a DNN are sparsely distributed and close to zero [105] , the authors in [94] propose the edge Stochastic Gradient Descent (eSGD) algorithm that selects only a small fraction of important gradients to be communicated to the FL server for parameter update during each communication round. The eSGD algorithm keeps track of loss values at two consecutive training iterations. If the loss value of the current iteration is smaller than the preceding iteration, this implies that current training gradients and model parameters are important for training loss minimalization and thus, their respective hidden weights are assigned a positive value. In addition, the gradient is also communicated to the server for parameter update. Once this does not hold, i.e., the loss increases as compared to the previous iteration, other parameters are selected to be updated based on their hidden weight value. A parameter with larger hidden weight value is more likely to be selected since it has been labeled as important several times during training. To account for small gradient values that can delay convergence if they are ignored and not updated completely [106] , these gradient values are accumulated as residual values. Since the residuals may arise from different training iterations, each update to the residual is weighted with a discount factor using the momentum correction technique [107] . Once the accumulated residual gradient reaches a threshold, they are chosen to replace the least important gradient coordinates according to the hidden weight values. The simulation results show that eSGD with a 50% drop ratio can achieve higher accuracy than that of the thresholdSGD algorithm proposed in [105] , which uses a fixed threshold value to determine which gradient coordinates to drop. eSGD can also save a large proportion of gradient size communicated. However, eSGD still suffers from accuracy loss as compared to standard SGD approaches. For example, when tested on simple classification tasks using the MNIST dataset, the model accuracy converges to just 91.22% whereas standard SGD can achieve 99.77% accuracy. If extended to more sophisticated tasks, the accuracy can potentially deteriorate to a larger extent. In addition, the accuracy and convergence speed of the eSGD approach fluctuates arbitrarily based on hyperparameters used, e.g., minibatch size. As such, further studies have to be conducted to formally balance the tradeoffs between communication costs and training performance.
Similar to [94] , the authors in [90] propose the Communication-Mitigated Federated Learning (CMFL) algorithm that uploads only relevant local updates to reduce communication costs while guaranteeing global convergence. In each iteration, a participant's local update is first compared with the global update to identify if the update is relevant. A relevance score is computed where the score equates to percentage of same-sign parameters in the local and global update. In fact, the global update is not known in advance before aggregation. As such, the global update made in the previous iteration is used as an estimate for comparison since it was found empirically that more than 99% of the normalized difference of two sequential global updates are smaller than 0.05 in both MNIST CNN and Next-Word-Prediction LSTM. An update is considered to be irrelevant if its relevance score is smaller than a predefined threshold. The simulation results show that CMFL requires 3.47 times and 13.97 times fewer communication rounds to reach 80% accuracy for MNIST CNN and Next-Word-Prediction LSTM, respectively, as compared to the benchmark FedAvg algorithm. In addition, CMFL can save significantly more communication rounds as compared to Gaia. Note that Gaia is a geo-distributed ML approach suggested in [108] which measures relevance based on magnitude of updates rather than sign of parameters. When applied with the aforementioned MOCHA algorithm II-C [72] , CMFL can reduce communication rounds by 5.7 times for the Human Activity Recognition dataset [109] and 3.3 times for the Semeion Handwritten Digit dataset [110] . In addition, CMFL can achieve slightly higher accuracy since it involves the elimination of irrelevant updates that are outliers which harm training.
Summary: In this section, we have reviewed three main approaches to communication cost reduction in FL, and for each approach, we discuss the solutions proposed in different studies. We summarize the approaches along with references in Table III . Communication cost is a key issue to be solved before we can implement FL at scale. In our previous discussion, 
Approaches
Ref.
Key Ideas
Edge and End Computation [23] More local updates before communication [97] Reference to global model for faster convergence [98] Intermediate edge aggregation before FL server aggregation Model Compression [88] Structured and sketched updates for participant-to-server communication [93] Lossy compression and federated dropout for server-to-participant communication Importance-based Updating [94] eSGD to selectively communicate parameters that reduce training loss [90] CMFL to selectively communicate parameters based on signs of parameters compared to global parameters we note that many of the approaches to reduce communication costs come with sacrifices in other aspects, e.g., deterioration in model accuracy and increased computation on end devices. As such, for successful communication cost reduction, this tradeoff has to be well managed. In addition, the participating devices also have other resource constraints that can affect training efficiency. In particular, FL involves heterogeneous and distributed devices with varying resource constraints. As such, we now proceed to review issues in resource allocation in the following section.
IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
FL involves the participation of heterogeneous devices that have different dataset qualities, computation capabilities, energy states, and willingness to participate. Given the device heterogeneity and resource constraints, i.e., in device energy states and communication bandwidth, resource allocation has to be optimized to maximize the efficiency of the training process. In particular, the following resource allocation issues need to be considered:
• Participant Selection: As part of the FL protocol presented in Section II-D, participant selection refers to the selection of devices to participate in each training round. Typically, a set of participants is randomly selected by the server to participate. Then, the server has to aggregate parameter updates from all participating devices in the round before taking a weighted average of the models [23] . As such, the training progress of FL is limited by the training time of the slowest participating devices, i.e., stragglers [111] . This results in the training bottleneck. New participant selection protocols are investigated in order to address the training bottleneck in FL. • Adaptive Aggregation: As discussed in Section II-B, FL involves global aggregation in which model parameters are communicated to the FL server for aggregation. The conventional approach to global aggregation is a synchronous one, i.e., in which aggregations occur in fixed intervals. However, adaptive calibrations of global aggregation frequency are investigated to increase training efficiency subject to resource constraints [111] . • Incentive Mechanism: In the practical implementation of FL, participants may be reluctant to participate in a federation without receiving compensation since training models is resource-consuming. In addition, there exists information asymmetry between the FL server and participants since participants have greater knowledge of their available computation resources and data quality.
Therefore, incentive mechanisms have to be carefully designed to both incentivize participation and reduce the potential adverse impacts of information asymmetry.
A. Participant Selection
To mitigate the training bottleneck, the authors in [78] propose a new FL protocol called FedCS. This protocol is illustrated in Fig. 8 . The system model is a MEC framework in which the operator of the MEC is the FL server that coordinates training in a cellular network that comprises participating mobile devices that have heterogeneous resources. Accordingly, the FL server first conducts a Resource Request step to gather information such as wireless channel states and computing capabilities from a subset of randomly selected participants. Based on this information, the MEC operator selects the maximum possible number of participants that can complete the training within a prespecified deadline for the subsequent global aggregation phase. By selecting the maximum possible number of participants in each round, accuracy and efficiency of training are preserved. To solve the maximization problem, a greedy algorithm [112] is proposed, i.e., participants that take the least time for model upload and update are iteratively selected for training. The simulation results show that compared with the FL protocol which only accounts for training deadline without performing participant selection, FedCS can achieve higher accuracy since FedCS is able to involve more participants in each training round [23] .
However, FedCS has been tested only on simple DNN models. When extended to the training of more complex models, it may be difficult to estimate how many participants should be selected. For example, more training rounds may be needed for the training of complex models, and the selection of too few participants may lead to poor performance considering that some participants may drop out during training. In addition, there is bias towards selecting participants with devices that have better computing capabilities. These participants may not hold data that is representative of the population distribution. In particular, we revisit the fairness issue [113] subsequently in this section.
While FedCS addresses heterogeneity of resources among participants in FL, the authors in [114] extend their work on the FedCS protocol with the Hybrid-FL protocol that deals with differences in data distributions among participants. The dataset of participants participating in FL may be non-IID since it is reflective of each individual user's specific characteristics. As we have discussed in Section II-C, the non-IID dataset may significantly degrade the performance of the FedAvg algorithm [66] . One proposed measure to address the non-IID nature of the dataset is to distribute publicly available data to participants, such that the EMD between their on-device dataset and the population distance is reduced. However, such a dataset may not always exist, and participants may not download them for security reasons. Thus, an alternative solution is to construct an approximately IID dataset using inputs from a limited number of privacy insensitive participants [114] . In the Hybrid-FL protocol, during the Resource Request step (Fig. 8) , the MEC operator asks random participants if they permit their data to be uploaded. During the participant selection phase, apart from selecting participants based on computing capabilities, participants are selected such that their uploaded data can form an approximately IID dataset in the server, i.e., the amount of collected data in each class has close values ( Fig. 8) . Thereafter, the server trains a model on the collected IID dataset and merge this model with the global model trained by participants. The simulation results show that even with just 1% of participants sharing their data, classification accuracy for non-IID data can be significantly improved as compared to the aforementioned FedCS benchmark where data is not uploaded at all. However, the recommended protocol can violate the privacy and security of users, especially if the FL server is malicious. In the case when participants are malicious, data can be falsified before uploading, as we will further discuss in Section V. In addition, the proposed measure can be costly especially in the case of videos and images. As such, it is unlikely that participants will volunteer for data uploading when they can free ride on the efforts of other volunteers. For feasibility, a well-designed incentive and reputation mechanism is needed to ensure that only trustworthy participants are allowed to upload their data.
In general, the mobile edge network environment in which FL is implemented on is dynamic and uncertain with variable constraints, e.g., wireless network and energy conditions. Thus, this can lead to training bottlenecks. To this end, Deep Q-Learning (DQL) can be used to optimize resource allocation for model training as proposed in [115] . The system model is a Mobile Crowd Machine Learning (MCML) setting which enables participants in a mobile crowd network to collaboratively train DNN models required by a FL server. The participating mobile devices are constrained by energy, CPU, and wireless bandwidth. Thus, the server needs to determine proper amounts of data, energy, and CPU resources that the mobile devices use for training to minimize energy consumption and training time. Under the uncertainty of the mobile environment, a stochastic optimization problem is formulated. In the problem, the server is the agent, the state space includes the CPU and energy states of the mobile devices, and the action space includes the number of data units and energy units taken from the mobile devices. To achieve the objective, the reward function is defined as a function of the accumulated data, energy consumption, and training latency. To overcome the large state and action space issues of the server, the DQL technique based on Double Deep Q-Network (DDQN) [116] is adopted to solve the server's problem. The simulation results show that the DQL scheme can reduce energy consumption by around 31% compared with the greedy algorithm, and training latency is reduced up to 55% compared with the random scheme. However, the proposed scheme is applicable only in federations with few participating mobile devices. As an extension, the scalability of the DQL approach in large federations may be considered.
The aforementioned resource allocation approaches focus on improving the training efficiency of FL. However, this may result in unfair resource allocation, a topic that is commonly explored in resource allocation for wireless networks [117] and ML [118] . For example, if the participant selection protocol selects mobile devices with higher computing capabilities to participate in each training round [78] , the FL model will be overrepresented by the distribution of data owned by participants with devices that have higher computing capabilities. Therefore, the authors in [113] and [119] consider fairness as an additional objective in FL. Fairness is defined in [119] to be the variance of performance of an FL model across participants. If the variance of the testing accuracy is large, this implies the presence of more bias or less fairness, since the learned model may be highly accurate for certain participants and less so for other underrepresented participants. The authors in [119] propose the q-Fair FL (q-FFL) algorithm that reweighs the objective function in FedAvg to assign higher weights in the loss function to devices with higher loss. In fact, this is a generalization of the Agnostic FL (AFL) algorithm proposed in [113] , in which the device with the highest loss dominates the entire loss function. The simulation results show that the proposed q-FFL can achieve lower variance of testing accuracy and converges more quickly than the AFL algorithm. However, as expected, for some calibrations of the q-FFL algorithm, there can be convergence slowdown since stragglers can delay the training process. As such, an asynchronous aggregation approach (to be subsequently discussed in this section) can potentially be considered for use with the q-FFL algorithm.
While most of the existing studies have considered FL using orthogonal-access schemes such as Orthogonal Frequencydivision Multiple Access (OFDMA) [120] , the authors in [121] propose a multi-access Broadband Analog Aggregation (BAA) design for communication-latency reduction in FL. Instead of performing communication and computation separately during global aggregation at the server, the BAA scheme builds on the concept of over-the-air computation [122] to integrate computation and communication through exploiting the signal superposition property of a multiple-access channel. The proposed BAA scheme allows the reuse of the whole bandwidth ( Fig. 9(a) ) whereas OFDMA orthogonalizes bandwidth allocation ( Fig. 9(b) ). As such, for orthogonalaccess schemes, communication latency increases in direct proportion with the number of participants whereas for multiaccess schemes, latency is independent of the number of participants. The bottleneck of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) during BAA transmission is the participating device with the longest propagation distance given that devices that are nearer have to lower their transmission power for amplitude alignment with devices located further. To increase SNR, participants with longer propagation distance have to be dropped. However, this leads to the truncation of model parameters. As such, to manage the SNR-truncation tradeoff, three scheduling schemes are considered namely i) Cell-interior scheduling: participants beyond a distance threshold are not scheduled, ii) All-inclusive scheduling: all participants are considered, and iii) Alternating scheduling: edge server alternates between the two aforementioned schemes. The simulation results show that the proposed BAA scheme can achieve similar test accuracy as the OFDMA scheme while achieving latency reduction from 10 times to 1000 times. As a comparison between the three scheduling schemes, the cell-interior scheme outperforms the all-inclusive scheme in terms of test accuracy for high mobility networks where participants have rapidly changing locations. For low mobility networks, the alternating scheduling scheme outperforms cell-interior scheduling.
As an extension, the authors in [123] also introduce error accumulation and gradient sparsification in addition to overthe-air computation. In [121] , gradient vectors that are not transmitted as a result of power constraints are completely dropped. To improve the model accuracy, the untransmitted gradient vectors can first be stored in an error accumulation vector. In the next round, local gradient estimates are then corrected using the error vector. In addition, when there are bandwidth limitations, the participating device can apply gradient sparsification to keep only elements with the highest magnitudes for transmission. The elements that are not transmitted are subsequently added on to the error accumulation vector for gradient estimate correction in the next round. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme can achieve higher test accuracy than over-the-air computation without error accumulation or gradient sparsification since it corrects gradient estimates with the error accumulation vector and allows for a more efficient utilization of the bandwidth.
Similar to [121] and [123] , the authors in [124] propose an integration of computation and communication via overthe-air computation. However, it is observed that aggregation error incurred during over-the-air computation can lead to a drop in model accuracy [125] as a result of signal distortion. As such, a participant selection algorithm is proposed in which the number of devices selected for training is maximized so as to improve statistical learning performance [23] while keeping the signal distortion below a threshold. Due to the nonconvexity [126] of the mean-square-error (MSE) constraint and intractability of the optimization problem, a difference-ofconvex functions (DC) algorithm [127] is proposed to solve the maximization problem. The simulation results show that the proposed DC algorithm is scalable and can also achieve nearoptimal performance that is comparable to global optimization, which is non-scalable due to its exponential time complexity. In comparison with other state-of-the-art approaches such as the semidefinite relaxation technique (SDR) proposed in [128] , the proposed DC algorithm can also select more participants, thus also achieving higher model accuracy.
B. Adaptive Aggregation
The proposed FedAvg algorithm synchronously aggregates parameters as shown in Fig. 10(a) and is thus susceptible to the straggler effect, i.e., each training round only progresses as fast as the slowest device since the FL server waits for all devices to complete local training before global aggregation can take place [111] . In addition, the model does not account for participants that can join halfway when the training round is already in progress. As such, the asynchronous model is proposed to improve the scalability and efficiency of FL. For asynchronous FL, the server updates the global model whenever it receives a local update ( Fig. 10(b) ). The authors in [111] find empirically that an asynchronous approach is robust to participants joining halfway during a training round, as well as when the federation involves participating devices with heterogeneous processing capabilities. However, the model convergence is found to be significantly delayed when data is non-IID and unbalanced. As an improvement, [129] propose the FedAsync algorithm in which each newly received local updates are adaptively weighted according to staleness, that is defined as the difference between the current epoch and iteration in which the received update belongs to. For example, a stale update from a straggler is outdated since it should have been received in previous training rounds. As such, it is weighted less. In addition, the authors also prove the convergence guarantee for a restricted family of non-convex problems. However, the current hyperparameters of the FedAsync algorithm still have to be tuned to ensure convergence in different settings. As such, the algorithm is still unable to generalize to suit the dynamic computation constraints of heterogeneous devices. In fact, given the uncertainty surrounding the reliability of asynchronous FL, synchronous FL remains to be the approach most commonly used today [77] .
For most existing implementations of the FedAvg algorithm, the global aggregation phase occurs after a fixed number of training rounds. To better manage the dynamic resource constraints, the authors in [65] propose an adaptive global aggregation scheme which varies the global aggregation frequency so as to ensure desirable model performance while ensuring an efficient use of available resources, e.g., energy, during the FL training process. In [65] , the MEC system model used consists of (i) the local update phase where the model is trained using local data, (ii) edge aggregation phase where the intermediate aggregation occurs and (iii) global aggregation phase where updated model parameters are received and aggregated by the FL server. In particular, the authors study how the training loss is affected when the total number of edge server aggregation and local updates between global aggregation intervals vary. For this, a convergence bound of gradient descent with non-IID data is first derived. Then, a control algorithm is subsequently proposed to adaptively choose the optimal global aggregation frequency based on the most recent system state. For example, if global aggregation is too time consuming, more edge aggregations will take place before communication with the FL server is initiated. The simulation results show that the adaptive aggregation scheme outperforms the fixed aggregation scheme in terms of loss function minimization and accuracy within the same time budget. However, the convergence guarantee of the adaptive aggregation scheme is only considered for convex loss functions currently.
C. Incentive Mechanism
The authors in [130] propose a service pricing scheme in which participants serve as training service providers for a model owner. In addition, to overcome energy inefficiency in the transfer of model updates, a cooperative relay network is proposed to support model update transfer and trading. The interaction between participants and model owner is modelled as a Stackelberg game [131] in which the model owner is the buyer and participants are the sellers. The Stackelberg game is proposed in which each rational participant can noncooperatively decide on its own profit maximization price. In the lower-level subgame, the model owner determines size of training data to maximize profits with consideration of the increasing concave relationship between learning accuracy of the model and size of training data. In the upper-level subgame, the participants decide the price per unit of data to maximize their individual profits. The simulation results show that the proposed mechanism can ensure uniqueness of the Stackelberg equilibrium. For example, model updates that contain valuable information are priced higher at the Stackelberg equilibrium. In addition, model updates can be transferred cooperatively, thus reducing congestion in communication and improving energy efficiency. However, the simulation environment only involves relatively few mobile devices.
Similar to [130] , the authors in [132] also model the interaction between participants and model owner as a Stackelberg game. However, in this setting, participants are incentivized to allocate more computation power for training. In the lowerlevel subgame, the participant maximizes its utility by choos- ing CPU power usage. In the upper-level subgame, the model owner minimizes cost incurred by choosing an optimal compensation to be paid out per unit of participant's CPU power. The equilibrium solution is then solved through backward induction. The simulation results show that as budget of the model owner increases, the incentive mechanism can reduce training delay since participants are incentivized to devote more CPU power for faster training.
In contrast to [130] and [132] , the authors in [133] propose an incentive design using a contract theory [134] approach to attract participants with high-quality data for FL. In particular, well-designed contracts can reduce information asymmetry through self-revealing mechanisms in which participants select only the contracts specifically designed for their types. For feasibility, each contract must satisfy the Individual Rationality (IR) and Incentive Compatibility (IC) constraints. For IR, each participant is assured of a positive utility when the participant participates in the federation. For IC, every utility maximizing participant only chooses the contract designed for its type. The model owner aims to maximize its own profits subject to IR and IC constraints. As illustrated in Fig. 11 , the optimal contracts derived are self-revealing such that each high-type participant with higher data quality only chooses contracts designed for its type, whereas each low-type participant with lower data quality does not have the incentive to imitate hightype participants. The simulation results show that all types of participants only achieve maximum utility when they choose the contract that matches their types. In addition, the proposed contract theory approach also has better performance in terms of profit for the model owner compared with the Stackelberg game-based incentive mechanism. This is because under the contract theoretic approach, the model owner can extract more profits from the participants whereas under the Stackelberg game approach, the participants can optimize their individual utilities.
The authors in [133] further introduce reputation as a metric to measure the reliability of FL participants and design a reputation-based participant selection scheme for reliable FL [62] . In this setting, each participant has a reputation value [135] derived from two sources, (i) direct reputation opinions from past interactions with the FL server and (ii) indirect reputation opinions from other task publishers, i.e., other FL servers. The indirect reputation opinions are stored in an openaccess reputation blockchain [136] to ensure secure reputation management in a decentralized manner. Before model training, the participants choose a contract that best fits its dataset accuracy and resource conditions. Then, the FL server chooses the participants that have reputation scores which are larger than a prespecified threshold. After the FL task is completed, i.e., a desirable accuracy is achieved, the FL server updates the reputation opinions, which are subsequently stored in the reputation blockchain. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme can significantly improve the accuracy of the FL model since unreliable workers are detected and not selected for FL training.
Summary: In this section, we have discussed three main issues in resource allocation. The issues and approaches are summarized in Table IV . In sections III and IV, however, we have assumed that FL assures participants of privacy and security. However, as will be discussed in the following section, this assumption may not hold in the presence of malicious participants or FL server. As such, we proceed to discuss privacy and security issues in the following section.
V. PRIVACY AND SECURITY ISSUES

A. Privacy Issues
One of the main objectives of FL is to protect the privacy of participants, i.e., the participants only need to share parameters of the trained model instead of sharing their actual data. However, some recent research works have shown that a malicious participant can still infer sensitive information, e.g., gender, occupation, and location, from other participants based on their shared models. For example, in [137] , when training a binary gender classifier on the FaceScrub [138] dataset, the authors show that they can infer if a certain participant's inputs are included in the dataset just from inspecting the shared model, with a very high accuracy of up to 90%. Thus, in this section, we discuss privacy issues related to the shared models in FL and review solutions proposed to protect the privacy of participants.
1) Information exploiting attacks in machine learning -A brief overview: One of the first research works that shows the possibility of extracting information from a trained model is [139] . In this paper, the authors show that during the training phase, the correlations implied in the training samples are gathered inside the trained model. Thus, if the trained model is 
Issue
Ref. Approach
Participant Selection [78] FedCS to select participants based on computation capabilities [114] Hybrid-FL to select participants for IID data collection [115] DRL to determine resource consumption by participants [119] Fair resource allocation [121] , [123] Participant selection based on distance threshold to increase SNR in BAA [124] Participant selection to keep signal distortion low Adaptive Aggregation [129] , [111] Asynchronous FL where model aggregation occurs once local updates are received by FL server [65] Adaptive global aggregation frequency Incentive Mechanism [130] Stackelberg game and relay network to support model update transfer [132] Stackelberg game to incentivize computation resource usage in FL training [133] , [62] Contract theory, reputation mechanisms and blockchain released, it can lead to an unexpected information leakage to attackers. For example, an adversary can infer the ethnicity or gender of a user from its trained voice recognition system. In [140] , the authors develop a model-inversion algorithm which is very effective in exploiting information from decision tree-based or face recognition trained models. The idea of this approach is to compare the target feature vector with each of the possible value and then derive a weighted probability estimation which is the correct value. The experiment results reveal that by using this technique, the adversary can reconstruct an image of the victim's face from its label with a very high accuracy.
Recently, the authors in [141] show that it is even possible for an adversary to infer information of a victim through queries to the prediction model. In particular, this occurs when a malicious participant has the access to make prediction queries on a trained model. Then, the malicious participant can use the prediction queries to extract the trained model from the data owner. More importantly, the authors point out that this kind of attack can successfully extract model information from a wide range of training models such as decision trees, logistic regressions, SVMs, and even complex training models including DNNs. Some recent research works have also demonstrated the vulnerabilities of DNN-based training models against model extraction attacks [142] - [144] . Therefore, this raises a serious privacy concern for participants in sharing training models in FL.
2) Differential privacy-based protection solutions for FL participants: In order to protect the privacy of parameters trained by DNNs, the authors in [20] introduce a technique, called differentially private stochastic gradient descent, which can be effectively implemented on DL algorithms. The key idea of this technique is to add some "noise" to the trained parameters by using a differential privacy-preserving randomized mechanism [145] , e.g., a Gaussian mechanism, before sending such parameters to the server. In particular, at the gradient averaging step of a normal FL participant, a Gaussian distribution is used to approximate the differentially private stochastic gradient descent. Then, during the training phase, the participant keeps calculating the probability that malicious participants can exploit information from its shared parameters. Once a predefined threshold is reached, the participant will stop its training process. In this way, the participant can mitigate the risk of revealing private information from its shared parameters.
Inspired by this idea, the authors in [146] develop an approach which can achieve a better privacy-protection solution for participants. In this approach, the authors propose two main steps to process data before sending trained parameters to the server. In particular, for each learning round, the aggregate server first selects a random number of participants to train the global model. Then, if a participant is selected to train the global model in a learning round, the participant will adopt the method proposed in [20] , i.e., using a Gaussian distribution to add noise to the trained model before sending the trained parameters to the server. In this way, a malicious participant cannot infer information of other participants by using the parameters of shared global model as it has no information regarding who has participated in the training process in each learning round.
3) Collaborative training solutions: While DP solutions can protect private information of a honest participant from other malicious participants in FL, they only work well if the server is trustful. If the server is malicious, it can result in a more serious privacy threat to all participants in the network. Thus, the authors in [147] introduce a collaborative DL framework to render multiple participants to learn the global model without uploading their explicit training models to the server. The key idea of this technique is that instead of uploading the whole set of trained parameters to the server and updating the whole global parameters to its local model, each participant wisely selects the number of gradients to upload and the number of parameters from the global model to update as illustrated in Fig. 12 . In this way, malicious participants cannot infer explicit information from the shared model. One interesting result of this paper is that even when the participants do not share all trained parameters and do not update all parameters from the shared model, the accuracy of proposed solution is still close to that of the case when the server has all dataset to train the global model. For example, for the MNIST dataset [148] , the accuracy of prediction model when the participants agree to share 10% and 1% of their parameters are respectively 99.14% and 98.71%, compared with 99.17% for the centralized solution when the server has full data to train. However, the approach is yet to be tested on more complex classification tasks. Although selective parameter sharing and DP solutions can make information exploiting attacks more challenging, the authors in [149] show that these solutions are susceptible to a new type of attack, called powerful attack, developed based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [150] . GANs is a class of ML technique which uses two neural networks, namely generator network and discriminator network, that compete with each other to train data. The generator network tries to generate the fake data by adding some "noise" to the real data. Then, the generated fake data is passed to the discriminator network for classification. After the training process, the GANs can generate new data with the same statistics as the training dataset. Inspired by this idea, the authors in [149] develop a powerful attack which allows a malicious participant to infer sensitive information from a victim participant even with just a part of shared parameters from the victim as illustrated in Fig. 13 . To deal with the GAN attack, the authors in [151] introduce a solution using secret sharing scheme with extreme boosting algorithm. This approach executes a lightweight secret sharing protocol before transmitting the newly trained model in plaintext to the server at each round. Thereby, other participants in the network cannot infer information from the shared model. However, the limitation of this approach is the reliance on a trusted third party to generate signature key pairs. Different from all aforementioned works, the authors in [152] introduce a collaborative training model in which all participants cooperate to train a federated GANs model. The key idea of this method is that the federated GANs model can generate artificial data that can replace participants' real data, and thus protecting the privacy of real data for the honest participants. In particular, in order to guarantee participants' data privacy while still maintaining flexibility in training tasks, this approach produces a federated generative model. This model can output artificial data that does not belong to any real user in particular, but comes from the common cross-user data distribution. As a result, this approach can significantly reduce the possibility of malicious exploitation of information from real data. However, this approach inherits existing limitations of GANs, e.g., training instability due to the generated fake data, which can dramatically reduce the performance of collaborative learning models.
4) Encryption-based Solutions:
Encryption is an effective way to protect data privacy of the participants when they want to share the trained parameters in FL. In [153] , the homomorphic encryption technique is introduced to protect privacy of participants' shared parameters from a honest-but-curious server. A honest-but-curious server is defined to be a user who wants to extract information from the participants' shared parameters, but keeps all operations in FL in proper working condition. The idea of this solution is that the participants' trained parameters will be encrypted using the homomorphic encryption technique before they are sent to the server. This approach is effective in protecting sensitive information from the curious server, and also achieves the same accuracy as that of the centralized DL algorithm. A similar concept is also presented in [79] with secret sharing mechanism used to protect information of FL participants.
Although both the encryption techniques presented in [153] and [79] can prevent the curious server from extracting information, they require multi-round communications and cannot preclude collusions between the server and participants. Thus, the authors in [154] propose a hybrid solution which integrates both additively homomorphic encryption and DP in FL. In particular, before the trained parameters are sent to the server, they will be encrypted using the additively homomorphic encryption mechanism together with intentional noises to perturb the original parameters. As a result, this hybrid scheme can simultaneously prevent the curious server from exploiting information as well as solve the collusion problem between the server and malicious participants. However, in this paper, the authors do not compare the accuracy of the proposed approach with the case without homomorphic encryption and DP. Thus, the performance of proposed approach, i.e., in terms of model accuracy, is not clear.
B. Security Issues
In FL, the participants locally train the model and share trained parameters with other participants in order to improve the accuracy of prediction. However, this process is susceptible to a variety of attacks, e.g., data and model poisoning, in which a malicious participant can send incorrect parameters or corrupted models to falsify the learning process during global aggregation. Consequently, the global model will be updated incorrectly, and the whole learning system becomes corrupted. This section discusses more details on emerging attacks in FL as well as some recent countermeasures to deal with such attacks. 1) Data Poisoning Attacks: In FL, a participant trains its data and sends the trained model to the server for further processing. In this case, it is intractable for the server to check the real training data of a participant. Thus, a malicious participant can poison the global model by creating dirty-label data to train the global model with the aim of generating falsified parameters. For example, a malicious participant can generate a number of samples, e.g., photos, under a designed label, e.g., a clothing branch, and use them to train the global model to achieve its business goal, e.g., the prediction model shows results of the targeted clothing branch. Dirty-label data poisoning attacks are demonstrated to achieve high misclassifications in DL processes, up to 90%, when a malicious participant injects relatively few dirty-label samples (around 50) to the training dataset [155] . This calls for urgent solutions to deal with data poisoning attacks in FL.
In [156] , the authors investigate impacts of a sybil-based data poisoning attack to a FL system. In particular, for the sybil attack, a malicious participant tries to improve the effectiveness of data poisoning in training the global model by creating multiple malicious participants. In Table V , the authors show that with only two malicious participants, the attack success rate can achieve up to 96.2%, and now the FL model is unable to correctly classify the image of "1" (instead it always incorrectly predicts them to be the image of "7"). To mitigate sybil attacks, the authors then propose a defense strategy, namely FoolsGold. The key idea of this approach is that honest participants can be distinguished from sybil participants based on their updated gradients. Specifically, in the non-IID FL setting, each participant's training data has its own particularities, and sybil participants will contribute gradients that appear more similar to each other than those of other honest participants. With FoolsGold, the system can defend the sybil data poisoning attack with minimal changes to the conventional FL process and without requiring any auxiliary information outside of the learning process. Through simulations results on 3 diverse datasets (MNIST [148] , KDDCup [157] , Amazon Reviews [157] ), the authors show that FoolsGold can mitigate the attack under a variety of conditions, including different distributions of participant data, varying poisoning targets, and various attack strategies.
2) Model Poisoning Attacks: Unlike data poisoning attacks which aim to generate fake data to cause adverse impacts to the global model, a model poisoning attack attempts to directly poison the global model that it sends to the server for aggregation. As shown in [158] and [159] , model poisoning attacks are much more effective than those of data poisoning attacks, especially for large-scale FL with many participants. The reason is that for data poisoning attacks, a malicious participant's updates are scaled based on its dataset and the number of participants in the federation. However, for model poisoning attacks, a malicious participant can modify the updated model, which is sent to the server for aggregation, directly. As a result, even with one single attacker, the whole global model can be poisoned. The simulation results in [158] also confirm that even a highly constrained adversary with limited training data can achieve high success rate in performing model poisoning attacks. Thus, solutions to protect the global model from model poisoning attacks have to be developed.
In [158] , some solutions are suggested to prevent model poisoning attacks. Firstly, based on an updated model shared from a participant, the server can check whether the shared model can help to improve the global model's performance or not. If not, the participant will be marked to be a potential attacker, and after few rounds of observing the updated model from this participant, the server can determine whether this is a malicious participant or not. The second solution is based on the comparison among the updated models shared by the participants. In particular, if an updated model from a participant is too different from the others, the participant can potentially be a malicious one. Then, the server will continue observing updates from this participant before it can determine whether this is a malicious user or not. However, model poisoning attacks are extremely difficult to prevent because when training with millions of participants, it is intractable to evaluate the improvement from every single participant. As such, more effective solutions need to be further investigated.
In [159] , the authors introduce a more effective model poisoning attack which is demonstrated to achieve 100% accuracy on the attacker's task within just a single learning round. In particular, a malicious participant can share its poisoned model which not only is trained for its intentional purpose, but which also contains a backdoor function. In this paper, the authors consider to use a semantic backdoor function to inject into the global model. The reason is that this function can make the global model misclassify even without a need to modify the input data of the malicious participant. For example, an image classification backdoor function can inject an attacker-chosen label to all images with some certain features, e.g., all dogs with black stripes can be misclassifed to be cats. In the simulations, the authors show that this attack can greatly outperform other conventional FL data poisoning attacks. For example, in a word-prediction task with 80,000 total participants, compromising just eight of them is enough to achieve 50% backdoor accuracy, as compared to 400 malicious participants needed to perform the datapoisoning attack.
3) Free-Riding Attacks: Free-riding is another attack in FL that occurs when a participant wants to benefit from the global model without contributing to the learning process. The malicious participant, i.e., free-rider, can pretend that it has very small number of samples to train or it can select a small set of its real dataset to train, e.g., to save its resources. As a result, the honest participants need to contribute more resources in the FL training process. To address this problem, the authors in [160] introduce a blockchain-based FL architec-ture, called BlockFL, in which the participants' local learning model updates are exchanged and verified by leveraging the blockchain technology. In particular, each participant trains and sends the trained global model to its associated miner in the blockchain network and then receives a reward that is proportional to the number of trained data samples as illustrated in Fig. 14. In this way, this framework can not only prevent the participants from free-riding, but also incentivize all participants to contribute to the learning process. A similar blockchain-based model is also introduced in [161] to provide data confidentiality, computation auditability, and incentives for the participants of FL. However, the utilization of the blockchain technology implies the incurrence of a significant cost for implementing and maintaining miners to operate the blockchain network. Furthermore, consensus protocols used in blockchain networks, e.g., proof-of-work (PoW), can cause a long delay in information exchange, and thus they may not be appropriate to implement on FL models.
Summary: In this section, we have discussed two key issues, i.e., privacy and security, when trained models are exchanged in FL. In general, it is believed that FL is an effective privacy-preserving learning solution for participants to perform collaborative model training. However, in this section, we show that a malicious participant can exploit the process and gain access to sensitive information of other participants. Furthermore, we have also shown that by using the shared model in FL, an attacker can perform attacks which can not only breakdown the whole learning system, but also falsify the trained model to achieve its malicious goal. In addition, solutions to deal with these issues have also been reviewed, which are especially important in order to guide FL system administrators in designing and implementing appropriate countermeasures. Key information of attacks and their corresponding countermeasures in FL are summarized in Table VI. VI. APPLICATIONS OF FEDERATED LEARNING FOR MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING In the aforementioned studies, we have discussed the issues pertaining to the implementation of FL as an enabling technology that allows collaborative learning at mobile edge networks. In this section, we focus instead on the applications of FL for mobile edge network optimization.
As highlighted by the authors in [34] , the increasing complexity and heterogeneity of wireless networks enhance the appeal of adopting a data-driven ML based approach [27] for optimizing system designs and resource allocation decision making for mobile edge networks. However, as discussed in previous sections, the private data of users may be sensitive in nature. As such, existing learning based approach can be combined with FL for privacy-preserving applications.
In this section, we consider four applications of FL in edge computing:
• Cyberattack Detection: The ubiquity of IoT devices and increasing sophistication of cyberattacks [162] imply that there is a need to improve existing cyberattack detection tools. Recently, DL has been widely successful in cyberattack detection. Coupled with FL, cyberattack detection Attackers try to illegally exploit information from the shared model.
• Differentially private stochastic gradient descent: Add "noise" to the trained parameters by using a differential privacy-preserving randomized mechanism [20] . • Differentially private and selective participants: Add "noise" to the trained parameters and select randomly participants to train global model in each round [146] . • Selective parameter sharing: Each participant wisely selects the number of gradients to upload and the number of parameters from the global model to update [147] . • Secrete sharing scheme with extreme boosting algorithm: This approach executes a lightweight secret sharing protocol before transmitting the newly trained model in plaintext to the server at each round [151] . • GAN model training: All participants are cooperative to train a federated GANs model [152] .
Data poisoning attacks
Attackers poison the global model by creating dirty-label data and use such data to train the global model.
• FoolsGoal: Distinguish honest participants based on their updated gradients. It is based on the fact that in the non-IID FL setting, each participant's training data has its own particularities, and malicious participants will contribute gradients that appear more similar to each other than those of the honest participants [156] .
Model poisoning attacks
Attackers attempt to directly poison the global model that they send to the server for aggregation.
• Based on an updated model shared from a participant, the server can check whether the shared model can help to improve the global model's performance or not. If not, the participant will be marked to be a potential attacker [158] . • Compare among the updated global models shared by the participants, and if an updated global model from a participant is too different from others, it could be a potential malicious participant [158] .
Free-riding attacks
Attackers benefit from the global model without contributing to the learning process, e.g., by pretending that they have very small number of samples to train.
• BlockFL: Participants' local learning model updates are exchanged and verified by leveraging blockchain technology. In particular, each participant trains and sends the trained global model to its associated miner in the blockchain network and then receives a reward that is proportional to the number of trained data samples [160] .
models can be learned collaboratively while maintaing user privacy. • Edge Caching and Computation Offloading: Given the computation and storage capacity constraints of edge servers, some computationally intensive tasks of end devices have to be offloaded to the remote cloud server for computation. In addition, commonly requested files or services should be placed on edge servers for faster retrieval, i.e., users do not have to communicate with the remote cloud when they want to access these files or services. As such, an optimal caching and computation offloading scheme can be collaboratively learned and optimized with FL. • Base Station Association: In a dense network, it is important to optimize base station association so as to limit interference faced by users. However, traditional learning based approaches that utilize user data often assume that such data is centrally available. Given user privacy constraints, an FL based approach can be adopted instead. • Vehicular Networks: The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [163] features smart vehicles with data collection, computation and communication capabilities for relevant functions, e.g., navigation and traffic management. However, this wealth of knowledge is again, private and sensitive in nature since it can reveal the driver's location and personal information. In this section, we discuss the use of an FL based approach in traffic queue length prediction and energy demand in electric vehicle charging stations done at the edge of IoV networks.
A. Cyberattack Detection
Cyberattack detection is one of the most important steps to promptly prevent and mitigate serious consequences of attacks in mobile edge networks. Among different approaches to detect cyberattacks, DL is considered to be the most effective tool to detect a wide range of attacks with high accuracy. In [173] , the authors show that DL can outperform all conventional ML techniques with very high accuracy in detecting intrusions on three datasets, i.e., KDDcup 1999, NSL-KDD [174] , and UNSW-NB15 [175] . However, the detection accuracy of solutions based on DL depends very much on the available datasets. Specifically, DL algorithm only can outperform other ML techniques when given sufficient data to train. However, this data may be sensitive in nature. Therefore, some FL-based attack detection models for mobile edge networks have been introduced recently to address this problem.
In [164] , the authors propose a cyberattack detection model for an edge network empowered by FL. In this model, each edge node operates as a participant who owns a set of data for intrusion detection. To improve the accuracy in detecting attacks, after training the global model, each participant will send its trained model to the FL server. The server will aggregate all parameters from the participants and send the updated global model back to all the participants as illustrated in Fig. 15 . In this way, each edge node can learn from other edge nodes without a need of sharing its real data. As a result, this method can not only improve accuracy in detecting attacks, but also enhance the privacy of intrusion data at the edge nodes and reduce traffic load for the whole network. A similar idea is also presented in [165] in which IoT gateways operate as FL participants and an IoT security service provider works as a server node to aggregate trained models shared by the participants. The authors in [165] show empirically that by using FL, the system can successfully detect 95.6% of attacks in approximately 257 ms without raising any false alarm when evaluated in a real-world smart home deployment setting.
In both [164] and [165] , it is assumed that the participants, 
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Model exchange i.e., edge nodes and IoT gateways, are honest, and they are willing to contribute in training their updated model parameters. However, if some of the participants are malicious, they can make the whole intrusion detection corrupted. Thus, the authors in [166] propose to use blockchain technology in managing data shared by the participants. By using the blockchain, all incremental updates to the anomaly detection ML model are stored in the ledger, and thus a malicious participant can be easily identified. Furthermore, based on shared models from honest participants stored in the ledger, the intrusion detection system can easily recover the proper global model if the current global model is poisoned.
B. Edge Caching and Computation Offloading
To account for the dynamic and time-varying conditions in a MEC system, the authors in [31] propose the use of DRL with FL to optimize caching and computation offloading decisions in an MEC system. The MEC system consists of a set of user equipments (UEs) covered by base stations. For caching, the DRL agent makes the decision to cache or not to cache the downloaded file, and which local file to replace should caching occur. For computation offloading, the UEs can choose to either offload computation tasks to the edge node via wireless channels, or perform the tasks locally. This caching and offloading decision process is illustrated in Fig.  16 . The states of the MEC system include wireless network conditions, UE energy consumption, and task queuing states, whereas the reward function is defined as quality of experience (QoE) of the UEs. Given the large state and action space in the MEC environment, a DDQN approach is adopted. To protect the privacy of users, an FL approach is proposed in which training can occur with data remaining on the UEs. In addition, existing FL algorithms, e.g., FedAvg [23] , can also ensure that training is robust to the unbalanced and non-IID data of the UEs. The simulation results show that the DDQN with FL approach achieves similar average utilities among UEs as compared to the centralized DDQN approach, while consuming less communication resources and preserving user privacy. However, the simulations are only performed with 10 UEs. If the implementation is expanded to target a larger number of heterogeneous UEs, there can be significant delays in the training process especially since the training of a DRL model is computationally intensive. As an extension, transfer learning [176] can be used to increase the efficiency of training, i.e., training is not initialized from scratch.
Similar to [31] , the authors in [167] propose the use of DRL in optimizing computation offloading decisions in IoT systems. The system model consists of IoT devices and edge nodes. The IoT devices can harvest energy units [177] from the edge nodes to be stored in the energy queue. In addition, an IoT device also maintains a local task queue with unprocessed and unsuccessfully processed tasks. These tasks can be processed locally or offloaded to the edge nodes for processing, in a First In First Out (FIFO) order [14] . In the DRL problem formulation, the network states are defined to be a function of energy queue length, task execution delay, task handover delay from edge node association, and channel gain between the IoT device and edge nodes. A task can fail to be executed, e.g., when there is insufficient energy units or communication bandwidth for computation offloading. The utility considered is a function of task execution delay, task queuing delay, num- ber of failed tasks and penalty of execution failure. The DRL agent makes the decision to either offload computation to the edge nodes or perform computation locally. To ensure privacy of users, the agent is trained without users having to upload their own data to a centralized server. In each training round, a random set of IoT devices are selected to download the model parameters of the DRL agent from the edge networks. The model parameters are then updated using their own data, e.g., energy resource level, channel gain, and local sensing data. Then, the updated parameters of the DRL agent are sent to the edge nodes for model aggregation. The simulation results show that the FL based approach can achieve same levels of total utility as the centralized DRL approach. This is robust to varying task generation probabilities. In addition, when task generation probabilities are higher, i.e., there are more tasks for computation in the IoT device, the FL based scheme can achieve a lower number of dropped tasks and shorter queuing delay than the centralized DRL scheme. However, the simulation only involves 15 IoT devices serviced by relatively many edge nodes. To better reflect practical scenarios where fewer edge nodes have to cover several IoT devices, further studies can be conducted on optimizing the edge-IoT collaboration. For example, the limited communication bandwidth can cause significant task handover delay during computation offloading. In addition, with more IoT devices, the DRL training will take a longer time to converge especially since the devices have heterogeneous computation capabilities.
Instead of using a DRL approach, the authors in [168] propose the use of an FL based stacked autoencoder learning model, i.e., FL based proactive content caching scheme (FPCC), to predict content popularity for optimized caching while protecting user privacy. In the system model, each user is equipped with a mobile device that connects to the base station that covers its geographical location. Using a stacked autoencoder learning model, the latent representation of a user's information, e.g., location, and file rating, i.e., content request history, is learned. Then, a similarity matrix between the user and its historically requested files is obtained in which each element of the matrix represents the distance between the user and the file. Based on this similarity matrix, the K nearest neighbours of each user are determined, and the similarity between the user's historical watch list and the neighbours' are computed. An aggregation approach is then used to predict the most popular files for caching, i.e., files with highest similarity scores across all users. Being the most popular files across users that are most frequently retrieved, the cached files need not be re-downloaded from its source server everytime it is demanded. To protect the privacy of users, FL is adpoted to learn the parameters of the stacked autoencoder without the user having to reveal its personal information or its content request history to the FL server. In each training round, the user first downloads a global model from the FL server. Then, the model is trained and updated using their local data. The updated models are subsequently uploaded to the FL server and aggregated using the FedAvg algorithm. The simulation results show that the proposed FPCC scheme could achieve the highest cache efficiency, i.e, the ratio of cached files matching user requests, as compared to other caching methods such as the Thompson sampling methods [178] . In addition, privacy of the user is preserved.
The authors in [169] introduce a privacy-aware service placement scheme to deploy user-preferred services on edge servers with consideration for resource constraints in the edge cloud. The system model consists of a mobile edge cloud serving various mobile devices. The user's preference model is first built based on information such as number of times of requests for a service, and other user context information, e.g., ages and locations. However, since this can involve sensitive personal information, an FL based approach is proposed to train the preference model while keeping users' data on their personal devices. Then, an optimization problem is formulated in which the objective is to maximize quantity of services demanded from the edge based on user preferences, subject to constraints of storage capacity, computation capability, uplink and downloading bandwidth. The optimization problem is then solved using a greedy algorithm, i.e., the service which most improves the objective function is added till resource constraints are met. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme can outperform the popular service placement scheme, i.e., where only the most popular services are placed on the edge cloud, in terms of number of requests processed on edge clouds since it also considers the aforementioned resource constraints in maximizing quantity of services.
C. Base Station Association
The authors in [170] propose an FL based deep echo state networks (ESNs) approach to minimize breaks in presence (BIPs) [179] for users of virtual reality (VR) applications. A BIP event can be a result of delay in information transmission which can be caused when the user's body movements obstruct the wireless link. BIPs cause the user to be aware that they are in a virtual environment, thus reducing their quality of experience. As such, a user association policy has to be designed such that BIPs are minimized. The system model consists of base stations that cover a set of VR users. The base stations receive uploaded tracking information from each associated user, e.g., physical location and orientation, while the users download VR videos for their use in the VR application. For data transmission, the VR users have to associate with one of the base stations. As such, a minimization problem is formulated where BIPs are minimized with respect to expected locations and orientations of the VR user. To derive a prediction of user locations and orientations, the base station has to rely on the historical information of users. However, the historical information stored at each base station only collects partial data from each user, i.e., a user connects to multiple base stations and its data is distributed across them. As such, an FL based approach is implemented whereby each base station first trains a local model using its partial data. Then, the local models are aggregated to form a global model capable of generalization, i.e., comprehensively predicting a user's mobility and orientations. The simulation results show that the federated ESN algorithm can achieve lower BIPs experienced by users as compared to the centralized ESN algorithm proposed in [180] , since a centralized approach only makes partial prediction with the incomplete data from sole base stations, whereas the federated ESN approach can make predictions based on a model learned collaboratively from more complete data.
The authors in [30] also consider solving the problem of cell association in dense wireless networks with a collaborative learning approach. In the system model, the base stations cover a set of users in an LTE cellular system. In a cellular system, users are likely to face similar channel conditions as their neighbors and thus can benefit from learning from their neighbours that are already associated with base stations. As such, the cell association problem is formulated as a meanfield game (MFG) with imitation [181] in which each user maximizes its own throughput while minimizing the cost of imitation. The MFG is further reduced into a single-user Markov decision process that is then solved by a neural Qlearning algorithm. In most other proposed solution for cell association, it is assumed that all information is known to the base stations and users. However, given privacy concerns, the assumption of information sharing may not be practical. As such, a collaborative learning approach can be considered where only the outcome of the learning algorithm is exchanged during the learning process whereas usage data is kept locally in each user's own device. The simulation results show that imitating users can attain higher utility within a shorter training duration as compared to non-imitating users.
D. Vehicular Networks
Ultra reliable low latency communication (URLLC) in vehicular networks is an essential prerequisite towards developing an intelligent transport system. However, existing radio resource management techniques do not account for rare events such as large queue lengths at the tail-end distribution. To model the occurence of such low probability events, the authors in [171] propose the use of extreme value theory (EVT) [182] . The approach requires sufficient samples of queue state information (QSI) and data exchange among vehicles. As such, an FL approach is proposed in which vehicular users (VUEs) train the learning model with data kept locally and upload only their updated model parameters to the roadside units (RSU). The RSU then averages out the model parameters and return an updated global model to the VUEs. In a synchronous approach, all VUEs upload their models at the end of a prespecified interval. However, the simultaneous uploading by multiple vehicles can lead to delays in communication. In contrast for an asynchronous approach, each VUE only evaluates and uploads their model parameters after a predefined number of QSI samples are collected. The global model is also updated whenever a local update is received, thus reducing communication delays. To further reduce overhead, Lyapunov optimization [183] for power allocation is also utilized. The simulation results show that under this framework, there is a reduction of the number of vehicles experiencing large queue lengths whereas FL can ensure minimal data exchange relative to a centralized approach.
The authors in [172] propose a federated energy demand learning (FEDL) approach to manage energy resources in charging stations (CSs) for electric vehicles (EVs). When a large number of EVs congregate at a CS, this can lead to energy transfer congestion. To resolve this, energy is supplied from the power grids and reserved in advance to meet the real-time demands from the EVs [184] , rather than having the CSs request for energy from the power grid only upon receiving charging requests. As such, there is a need to forecast energy demand for EV networks using historical charging data. However, this data is usually stored separately at each of the CS that the EVs utilize and is private in nature. As such, an FEDL approach is adopted in which each CS trains the demand prediction model on its own dataset before sending only the gradient information to the charging station provider (CSP). Then, the gradient information from the CS is aggregated for global model training. To further improve model accuracy, the CSs are clustered using the constrained Kmeans algorithm [185] based on their physical locations. The clustering-based FEDL reduces the cost of biased prediction [186] . The simulation results show that the root mean squared error of a clustered FEDL model is lower than conventional ML algorithms, e.g., multi-layer perceptron regressor [187] . However, the privacy of user data is still not protected by this approach, since user data is stored in each of the CS. As an extension, the user data can possibly be stored in each EVs separately, and model training can be conducted in the EVs rather than the CSs. This can allow more user features to be considered to enhance the accuracy of EDL, e.g., user consumption habits.
Summary: In this section, we discuss that FL can also be used for mobile edge network optimization. In particular, DL and DRL approaches are suitable for modelling the dynamic environment of increasingly complex edge networks but require sufficient data for training. With FL, model training can be carried out while preserving the privacy of users. A summary of the approaches are presented in Table VII. VII. CHALLENGES, OPEN ISSUES, AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS Apart from the aforementioned issues, there are still challenges, open issues, and new research directions in deploying FL at scale to be discussed as follows.
A. Challenges 1) Dropped participants: The approaches discussed in Section IV, e.g., [78] , [114] , and [115] , propose new algorithms for participant selection and resource allocation to address the training bottleneck and resource heterogeneity. In these approaches, the wireless connections of participants are assumed to be always available. However, in practice, participating mobile devices may go offline and can drop out from the FL system due to connectivity or energy constraints. A large number of dropped devices from the training participation can significantly degrade the performance [23] , e.g., accuracy and convergence speed, of the FL system. New FL algorithms need to be robust to device drop out in the networks and anticipate the scenarios in which only a small number of participants are left connected to participate in a training round. One potential solution is that the FL model owner provides free dedicated/special connection, e.g., cellular connections, as an incentive to the participants to avoid drop out.
2) Privacy concerns: FL is able to protect the privacy of each participants since the model training may be conducted locally, with just the model parameters exchanged with the FL server. However, as specified in [139] , [140] , and [141] , communicating the model updates during the training process can still reveal sensitive information to an adversary or a third-party. The current approaches propose security solutions such as DP, e.g., [20] , [146] , and [188] , and collaborative training, e.g., [147] and [149] . However, the adoption of these approaches sacrifices the performance, i.e., model accuracy. They also require significant computation on participating mobile devices. Thus, the tradeoff between privacy guarantee and system performance has to be well balanced when implementing the FL system.
3) Unlabeled data: It is important to note that the approaches reviewed in the survey are proposed for supervised learning tasks. This means that the approaches assume that labels exist for all of the data in the federated network. However, in practice, the data generated in the network may be unlabeled or mislabeled [189] . This poses a big challenge to the server to find participants with appropriate data for model training. Tackling this challenge may require the challenges of scalability, heterogeneity, and privacy in the FL systems to be addressed. One possible solution is to enable mobile devices to construct their labeled data by learning the "labeled data" from each other.
B. Open Issues 1) Interference among mobile devices: The existing resource allocation approaches, e.g., [78] and [115] , address the participant selection based on the resource states of their mobile devices. In fact, these mobile devices may be geographically close to each other, i.e., in the same cell. This introduces an interference issue when they update local models to the server. As such, channel allocation policies may need to be combined with the resource allocation approaches to address the interference issue. While studies in [121] , [123] , and [124] consider multi-access schemes and over-the-air computation, it remains to be seen if such approaches are scalable, i.e., able to support a large federation of many participants. To this end, data driven learning based solutions, e.g., federated DRL, can be considered to model the dynamic environment of mobile edge networks and make optimized decisions.
2) Communication security: Due to the exposed nature of the wireless medium, FL is vulnerable to serious security issues such as Distributed Denial-of-Service (DoS) [190] and jamming attack [191] . In particular for jamming attacks, an attacker can transmit radio frequency jamming signals with high power to disrupt or cause interference to the communications between the mobile devices and the server. Such an attack can cause errors to the model uploads/downloads and consequently degrade the performance, i.e., accuracy, of the FL systems. Anti-jamming schemes [192] such as frequency hopping, e.g., sending one more copy of the model update over different frequencies, can be adopted to address the issue.
3) Asynchronous FL: In synchronous FL, each training round only progresses as quickly as the slowest device, i.e., the FL system is susceptible to the stragglers effect. As such, asynchronous FL has been proposed as a solution in [111] and [129] . In addition, asynchronous FL also allows participants to join the FL training halfway even while a training round is in progress. This is more reflective of practical FL settings and can be an important contributing factor towards ensuring the scalability of FL. However, synchronous FL remains to be the most common approach used due to convergence guarantees [77] . Given the many advantages of asynchronous FL, new asynchronous algorithms should be explored. In particular, for future proposed algorithms, the convergence guarantee in a non-IID setting for non-convex loss functions need to be considered. 4) Incentive mechanism designs: The incentive mechanism designs proposed in [130] , [132] and [133] assume that a federation consists only of multiple individual participants, i.e., solo FL with one FL server. There can be exceptions to this setting as follows: (i) the participants may be competitors who are reluctant to share their model parameters since competitors also benefit from a trained global model (ii) the FL servers may be competing with other FL servers, i.e., model owners. In this case, the formulation of the incentive mechanism design will be vastly different from that proposed. In addition, other mechanisms can also be adopted, e.g., auctions [193] , [194] .
C. Future Directions 1) New studies on learning convergence: One of the essential considerations of FL is the convergence of the algorithm. FL finds weights to minimize the global model aggregation. This is actually a distributed optimization problem, and the convergence is not always guaranteed. Theoretical analysis and evaluations on the convergence bounds of the gradient descent based FL for convex and non-convex loss functions are important research directions. While existing studies have covered this topic, many of the guarantees are limited to restrictions, e.g., convexity of the loss function.
2) New tools for quantifying statistical heterogeneity: Mobile devices typically generate and collect data in a non-IID manner across the network. Moreover, the number of data samples among the mobile devices may vary significantly. To improve the convergence of FL algorithm, the statistical heterogeneity of the data needs to be quantified. Recent works, e.g., [195] , have developed tools for quantifying statistical heterogeneity through metrics such as local dissimilarity. However, these metrics cannot be easily calculated over the federated network before training begins. The importance of these metrics motivates future directions such as the development of efficient algorithms to quickly determine the level of heterogeneity in federated networks.
3) Combined algorithms for communication reduction: Currently, there are three common techniques of communication reduction in FL as discussed in Section III. It is important to study how these techniques can be combined with each other to improve the performance further. For example, the model compression technique can be combined with the importance-based updating technique. The combination is able to significantly reduce the size of model updates sent from the mobile devices to the server. However, the trade-off between accuracy and communication overhead for the combination technique needs to be further evaluated. In particular, for simulation results we discuss in Section III, the accuracycommunication cost reduction tradeoff is difficult to manage since it varies for different settings, e.g., datasets and number of participants. 4) Cooperative mobile crowd ML: In the existing approaches, mobile devices needs to communicate with the server directly and this may increase the energy consumption. In fact, mobile devices nearby can be grouped in a cluster, and the model downloading/uploading between the server and the mobile devices can be facilitated by a "cluster head" that serves as a relay node. [196] . The model exchange between the mobile devices and the cluster head can be done in Deviceto-Device (D2D) connections. Such a model can improve the energy efficiency significantly. Efficient coordination schemes for the cluster head can thus be designed to further improve the energy efficiency of a FL system. 5) Applications of FL: Given the advantages of guaranteeing data privacy, FL has an increasingly important role to play in many applications, e.g., healthcare, finance and transport systems. For most current studies on FL applications, the focus seems to be on federated training of the learning model, with the implementation challenges neglected. For future studies on the applications of FL, there is a need to consider the aforementioned issues in the survey, i.e., communication costs, resource allocation, and privacy and security to ensure that a FL system is feasible, well-designed and scalable.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a tutorial of FL and a comprehensive survey on the issues regarding FL implementation. Firstly, we begin with an introduction to the motivation for MEC, and how FL can serve as an enabling technology for collaborative model training at mobile edge networks. Then, we describe the fundamentals of DNN model training, FL, and system design towards FL at scale. Afterwards, we provide detailed reviews, analyses, and comparisons of approaches for emerging implementation challenges in FL. The issues include communication cost, resource allocation, data privacy and data security. Furthermore, we also discuss the implementation of FL for privacy-preserving mobile edge network optimization. Finally, we discuss challenges, open issues, and future research directions.
